Careering out
of the crisis
Your guide to a happier and
more fulfilled working life.

Tip No. 6 Master your online
interview
In the past, we’ve supported many of our
clients with online interviews and video
profiles to get a shortlist of top
candidates that they would inevitably
meet in person. But now, we all have a
new and very real reliance on video to
replace the routine face to face model of
interviewing.

Let’s get the obvious out of the way
first... First and foremost, you need a
solid internet connection for video. You
can run a 'free internet speed test', just
by typing that into Chrome. If it’s over 4
mbps, then you shouldn’t have any
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Screen Presence
Once you’re satisfied with your
uninterrupted space, lighting
choices and sound, it’s time to

shoulders - but instead of
focusing on the perfect
ensemble, look at flattering
colours. Normally, you
wouldn’t have the opportunity
to wear colours that
complimented their offices, so
take the time to get your
interview wardrobe right. If the
backdrop in your ‘new film
studio’ is a white wall, avoid
wearing a white shirt. Make

sure whatever you’re wearing

onscreen, so your eyes aren’t
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drawn to looking at yourself.
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Practise makes (close to)
perfect

answering a couple questions
and seeing where your
presentation strengths lie and

Now that you look the part, it’s
time to practise... If you’re
comfortable with people face to

what might need work. This
shouldn’t become an in depth
critique of every pore or an

face but nervous on camera, I

attempt to be perfect. What you

would get everything set up and

want to create is a sincere

then minimise your face

impression of you on your best

day. So take the time to get your
setup right, practise, and relax!
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